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Special Edition Workshop
Trifold Album

Workshop video link: youtu.be/kBO_1N_hmcs

Kit Materials: Tools and Supplies:
Black Folding Board

 □ 71/4x9” Left Cover
 □ 73/4x9” Right Cover
 □ 6x9” Center
 □ 3x51/2” Outside Flap
 □ 3x7” Pocket Flap 

Paper
 □ (2) 5x83/4” Stone Left Inside and Cover Panels
 □ (2) 53/4x83/4” Stone Center and Right Inside Panels
 □ (2) 41/4x12” Gray Trifold Pages
 □ 51/4x8” Gray Pocket
 □ (5) 41/2x11” White Waterfall Pages
 □ 23/4x51/4” Stone Pocket Flap Panel 

Other
 □ (4) Silver Metal Corners
 □ Magnet Closure
 □ Round Hook and Loop Closure
 □ (2) Silver Mini Brads
 □ (1) Yard 5/8” Satin Ribbon

 □ ScorPal
 □ Paper Trimmer
 □ Corner Chomper
 □ Pencil
 □ Scissors
 □ CS® Bookbinding Glue in a Needle-tipped 

Applicator
 □ Paper Piercing Tool and Cork Board
 □ CS® Grid Ruler
 □ 1” Circle Punch

Preparing the Components 

1. Sort the three folding board covers in order from narrow to wide. Label them center, left and 
right with a pencil. 

2. Score the 71/4x9”Left Cover vertically at 51/4 and 61/4”. Make two or three firm passes to score 
the stiff board which has been cut “grain long” for easier folding. (Contrary to most papers, the 
indentation of the score will be on the inside of the fold.) 

3. Score the 73/4x9” Right Cover vertically at 6 and 63/4”. 

4. Score the 3x7” Folding Board Pocket Flap horizontally at 6”.  

5. With more gentle pressure, score each 41/4x12” Gray Tri-fold Page horizontally at 41/4 and 9”.  

6. Score the 51/4x8” Gray Pocket horizontally at 1, 11/4, 63/4 and 7”. Score vertically at 1 and 11/4”.  

7. Gently score the five 41/2x11” White Waterfall Pages vertically at 4”. Trim each page horizontally 
at 51/2”. Fold each piece with the bump of the score on the inside of the fold.  
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Right Cover Assembly 

1. Trim away the corners of the 5.25x8” Gray Pocket exactly as shown in 
the diagram. Be sure to make the required cuts to form a very small 
tab at the bottom corners. Turn in side flaps, tuck in the tabs, and 
bring up the bottom flap. Glue the outside corners in place to form 
the pocket. 

2. Apply bookbinding glue to the back of the 1” pocket flaps adhere to 
the bottom of one 53/4x83/4 Stone panel. TIP: Burnish the tabs of the 
pocket to the panel with the flat side of a grid ruler. 

3. Fold along the score on the 3x7” Folding Board Pocket Flap with the indentation of the score on the inside of the 
fold to create a 1” tab. Round the corners opposite the scoreline with the 1/2” setting on the Corner Chomper. Glue 
the tab around the top center of the 53/4x83/4” Stone panel, opposite the pocket.  

4. Peel away the backing from one side of the hook and loop closure. Center it on the inside bottom edge of the 
folding board flap. Peel away the backing from the other side, and close the flap onto the pocket.  

Center Cover Assembly

1. Apply glue to the 1/2” tab on one White waterfall page. Adhere the tab to the top edge of one vertical 53/4x83/4” 
Stone panel with equal margins at top, left and right. The folded edge of the page should be at the top of the 
panel. Lift the page flap and burnish the tab onto the panel. 

2. Glue the second page onto the panel in the same manner, aligning the top edge of the folded tab with the bottom 
edge of the previous tab. Repeat with all remaining pages, keeping them level and adjusting as needed. When 
reaching the last page, ensure the bottom of the page has equal margins on the left, right and bottom of the 
panel. 

3. Working with the grain, wrap the black satin ribbon vertically around the entire panel, tying a bow at the desired 
location. Trim ribbons ends to the desired length after finishing the entire project.

Left Cover Assembly

1. Punch two 1” circles from the top of one 5x83/4” Stone Cover Panel, punching as far from the edge of the paper as 
possible. The holes from the circles will be hidden by the trifold pages. Pierce a hole through the center of each 
circle with a paper piercing tool and cork board. 

2. Place a 41/4x12” Gray trifold page horizontally 
in front of you with the bump of the score facing 
down and the 41/2” score on the left. Measure and 
mark 23/4” from the left edge, centered from top to 
bottom. (Use the “0” center of the grid ruler.) Nest 
the two trifold pages together and pierce a hole at 
the mark. 

3. Attach the 1” Stone circle to the pierced hole 
on the outside of one trifold page with a silver 
mini brad. Fold along the scorelines and tuck the 
3” flap of the page beneath the circle. Repeat for 
the second page. 
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4. Adhere the trifold pages onto the 5x83/4” Stone Inside Cover 
Panel, alternating the position of the 1” circle for variety.

 
Final Assembly 

1. Place the 73/4x9” Right Cover vertically on your work surface 
with the scorelines on the left and the bumps of the score 
facing up. Measure and mark 2” from the left edge, centered 
from top to bottom. 

2. Rest the left edge of one metal washer to the right of the 2” 
line, centered. Mark the horizontal openings of the washer 
with a pencil. Remove the washer and pierce holes at the 
marked locations with a paper piercing tool and cork board. 
Erase pencil marks. 

3. Add the female portion of the magnetic closer to the outside 
(marked side) of the cover. Push the prongs through the 
pierced holes. Thread the washer onto the prongs and bend 
the prongs back with the help of the awl’s handle. 

4. Use a ruler to mark a line 1/4” from a short edge of the 3x51/2” 
Folding Board Flap, centered from top to bottom. Rest the washer along the edge of the line and mark the location 
of the horizontal openings with a pencil. Pierce with an awl. Erase the pencil marks. Thread the prongs of the male 
portion of the magnetic closure through the holes. Add the washer on the other side and flatten the prongs. 

5. Round the two corners of the folding board flap closest to the 
magnetic clasp with a Corner Chomper on the 1/2” setting. Round 
two corresponding corners of the 23/4x51/4” Stone Pocket Flap Panel. 

6. Adhere the Stone Panel to the washer side of the black flap, 
centered on all sides. Burnish carefully around the closure. 

7. Gently fold along the scorelines of the left and right covers to 
create 90° angles with the bump of the score on the outside of the 
fold. Glue the 1” flaps on the covers to the top of the center cover. 

8. Fold in the right cover. Snap the magnetic closure of the flap onto the cover and temporarily close the left cover. 
Lightly mark where the edge of the cover meets the flap with a pencil. Apply glue to the flap, keeping the marked 
area on the right edge clear of adhesive. Close the cover and hold in place until the glue begins to bond. Open the 
cover and burnish the flap into place. 

9. Adhere the left, center, and right panels to the inside covers. Nest the 5x83/4” panel onto the outside cover. 

10. Pinch the four silver metal corners slightly to create a 90°  “v” shape. Add glue to the inner channel of a corner and 
slide onto one outside cover of the album. Crimp the corner from the inside of the album with the heel of an awl 
or other tool. Repeat for the remaining three corners. 

11. Embellish the album with papers, cutaparts, and stamped images from your favorite CS® collection, and fill with 
photos and memorabilia.
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